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Abstract
We report on a comparative analysis of quenched sideband cooling in trapped ions. We introduce a
theoretical approach for time-efficient simulation of the temporal cooling characteristics and
derive the optimal conditions providing fast laser cooling into the ion’s motional ground state. The
simulations were experimentally benchmarked with a single 172Yb+ ion confined in a linear Paul
trap. Sideband cooling was carried out on a narrow quadrupole transition, enhanced with an
additional clear-out laser for controlling the effective linewidth of the cooling transition. Quench
cooling was thus for the first time studied in the resolved sideband, intermediate and semi-classical
regime. We discuss the non-thermal distribution of Fock states during laser cooling and reveal its
impact on time dilation shifts in optical atomic clocks.

1. Introduction

Laser cooling is an essential tool for modern quantum optics experiments with trapped ions, such as the
study of topological defect formation in ion Coulomb crystals [1–4], quantum simulation [5–7] and
quantum computation [8]. Highly-accurate ion optical atomic clocks are traditionally operated at the
Doppler cooling limit [9, 10]. As a consequence of their constantly improving frequency uncertainty, the
time dilation due to the residual ion secular motion at Doppler temperature nowadays poses a limiting
contribution to the clock’s error budget at the low 10−18 level. In order to realize ion optical clocks at even
lower uncertainties, they will have to operate at ultra-cold temperatures [11, 12].

Since the first implementation of laser cooling (see e.g. [13]), several sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms
have been developed and improved. Electromagnetically induced transparency is an established tool to
rapidly cool trapped ions into the motional ground state [14, 15]. Recently it was applied to cool the strong
transverse mode in a single 171Yb+ ion to the motional ground state within a few 100µs [16, 17]. Similar
cooling rates were reported for cooling with polarization gradients (PGs) [18] created by a standing wave
field along the trap axis [19]. PG cooling of all motional modes in a single 171Yb+ ion to n̄≃ 1 was so far
achieved within a few ms [20].

Besides the aforementioned schemes, sideband cooling in the Lamb–Dicke regime is a well established
technique for trapped ions [21]. Cooling on a narrow optical transition can be further enhanced by optical
quenching, i.e. a laser-induced increase of the natural linewidth γ/2π of the cooling transition [22–24]. This
method has been used in both trapped ion [25–27] and neutral atom experiments [28, 29]. The effective
linewidth γeff/2π is steered with the intensity of the quenching laser, which couples the excited state of the
cooling transition to a short-lived intermediate state (see figure 1(a)). This allows for laser cooling in a broad
range of different regimes ranging from the resolved sideband regime (γeff ≪ ωosc) to the semi-classical
regime (γeff > ωosc), which can be described in terms of sub-Doppler [18, 19] or Doppler (see e.g. [30–35])
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forces acting from the resonant light field on the ion. Here, ωosc is the motional frequency the ion exhibits in
the harmonic pseudopotential of the radio-frequency (rf) Paul trap. In [36] it was shown, that laser cooling
could be smoothly tuned from the sideband cooling to the Doppler cooling regime. So far, optimisation
studies of quench cooling were dedicated either to the limits of low saturation on the cooling transition [23,
37, 38] or to the strong-sideband regime, where (γeff/2ωosc)

2 ≪ η [39, 40]. η =
√

ωrec/ωosc is the
Lamb–Dicke parameter relating the ion’s kinetic energy change due to photon recoil with frequency ωrec to
its confinement in the harmonic potential.

In this work, we go beyond the aforementioned limitations by studying optimised cooling in the
sideband, semi-classical and intermediate regime (γeff ≃ ωosc). We particularly study the impact of these
regimes onto the distribution of atomic Fock states. The intermediate regime is naturally present for
e.g. cooling of In+ ions [41] and can be used to cool the motional modes of multiple ions in the radial
directions simultaneously. We especially focus on the nonlinear dependence of cooling time on cooling field
intensity. We present a versatile method for the calculation of the characteristic cooling time, which does not
require solving the dynamical evolution of the system’s density matrix. With this, we determine the optimal
conditions for fast and deep laser cooling with significantly reduced computational efforts when compared to
the full density matrix approach. We derive general analytical expressions for the optimal cooling laser Rabi
frequency and the minimum cooling time which can be applied to any trapped ion species.

The simulation results are benchmarked against experimental data acquired with a single 172Yb+ ion
confined in a high-precision rf Paul trap [42]. We study the temporal evolution of the Fock state distribution
during quench cooling and discuss its influence on the thermal time dilation shift in atomic clocks. Our
findings pave the way towards fast and deep cooling of larger ion ensembles arranged ion Coulomb crystals.

This paper is organized as follows: in chapter 2 we recall the quantum model used for ion–light
interaction and its reduction to an effective two-level system in the frame of optical quenching. Chapter 3
describes our simulation approach of using the ‘τ̂ -matrix’ for faster computation of cooling dynamics, which
is used for a systematic study of the sideband cooling regime in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we apply our
‘τ̂ -matrix method’ to the specific case of an 172Yb+ ion confined in a rf Paul trap and study cooling ranging
from the resolved sideband to the Doppler regime. We finally discuss the non-thermal distribution of Fock
states during cooling and its impact on time dilation shifts in optical atomic clocks in chapter 6.

2. Quantummodel for ion–light interaction

The cooling dynamics of an ion confined in a rf Paul trap can be described by the quantum kinetic equation
for the density matrix in single particle approximation

∂ρ̂

∂t
=− i

ℏ
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]
+ Γ̂{ρ̂}, (1)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian and the term Γ̂{ρ̂} describes the relaxation of the density matrix due to
spontaneous decay. The Hamiltonian is composed of Ĥ= Ĥext + Ĥint + V̂1 + V̂2, where

Ĥext =
p̂2z
2M

+
Mω2

oscẑ
2

2
(2)

is the motional contribution of a harmonically confined ion with massM in 1D approximation. Operator V̂1

describes transitions induced by the cooling laser

E1 =
E01
2

exp(ik1z− iω1t)+ c.c., (3)

being in resonance with the |0⟩ → |1⟩ transition and V̂2 describes the action of the quenching field

E2 =
E02
2

exp(ik2z− iω2t)+ c.c., (4)

resonant with the |1⟩ → |2⟩ transition, as depicted in figure 1(a). In the rotating wave basis the Hamiltonian
of the internal ion states is given by

Ĥint =−δ2P̂2 − δ1P̂1, (5)

where P̂1 and P̂2 are projection operators to the states |1⟩ and |2⟩. δ1 = ω1 −ω10 and δ2 = ω2 −ω21 are the
detunings of the corresponding light fields (3) and (4), where ω10 and ω21 are the resonance frequencies of
the unperturbed |0⟩ → |1⟩ and |1⟩ → |2⟩ transitions, respectively.

2
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Figure 1. (a) In a three-level system, the decay rate γ1 of state |1⟩ can be increased by laser-coupling to a higher-lying state |2⟩,
which features a fast decay γ3 ≫ γ1 to the ground state |0⟩. For low saturation on the |1⟩ → |2⟩ transition, state |2⟩ can be
adiabatically eliminated resulting in an effective two-level system with decay rate γeff of state |1⟩ [23]. (b) Temporal evolution of
the mean occupation number during quench cooling with γeff/2π = 50kHz and n̄ini = 20. The secular frequency is set to
ωosc/2π = 600kHz and the cooling light detuning is δ =−ωosc. The fastest cooling rate is observed for a specific Rabi frequency
Ωopt of the cooling light, which is not expected from previous theoretical discussions [37].

In the basis of Fock states the interaction operators V̂1 and V̂2 contain components that determine the
amplitudes of transitions between the states with different vibrational numbers. The Rabi frequency induced
by the field (i= 1 for the cooling light, and i= 2 for the quenching light) coupling the states with different
vibrational numbersm (n) in the ground (excited) states is determined by the expression (see [21, 43] for
details):

Ω(i)
nm =Ω(i)Cnm(ηi), (6)

with

Cnm(ηi) = L|n−m|
n<

(
η2i
)√n<!

n>!
(iηi)

|n−m| exp

(
−η2i

2

)
, (7)

where n< =min{n,m}, n> =max{n,m}, and L|n−m|
n< (x) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial. A small

Lamb–Dicke parameter ηi =
√
ℏk2i /(2Mωosc)≪ 1, i.e. tight harmonic confinement, significantly reduces the

probability of induced and spontaneous transitions between energy states with different vibrational numbers
m ̸= n, where the ki are the wave vectors of the corresponding light fields. The full quantum treatment of the
three-level system with the dynamical evolution of the density matrix elements is discussed in appendix A.

As shown in [23], the action of the quenching field E2 onto a three-level system, leading to a fast decay to
the ground state, allows for the reduction to an effective two-level system for the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states (see
figure 1(a)) with effective decay rate

γeff = γ1 + γ3
ρ22

ρ11
≃ γ1

(
1+

γ3
γ1

S2

)
, (8)

3
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where S2 =Ω2
2/[(γ1 + γ2 + γ3)

2 + 4δ22 ] is the quenching field saturation parameter and the γi (i= 1..3) are
the decay rates of the involved transitions. A quantitative analysis of the cooling performance is derived from
the time evolution of the mean occupation number n̄ of the Fock states, which according to [37], can be
interpolated by an exponential decay

n̄(t) = (n̄ini − n̄∞)e−a t + n̄∞, (9)

where n̄∞ is the mean occupation number in steady-state. Based on the dynamic equation (A.1), we derive
the time evolution of n̄ for various Rabi frequencies of the cooling light, assuming an effective decay rate
γeff = 2π× 50kHz. The initial conditions correspond to a thermal distribution of Fock states in the
electronic ground state with n̄ini = 20 for an ion secular frequency of ωosc/2π = 600kHz. As can be seen in
figure 1(b), we expect the existence of an optimal value of cooling laser intensity corresponding to a
maximised cooling rate, which is not predicted by [37]. In the following, we thus investigate the optimal
cooling parameters for fastest cooling into the motional ground state in the resolved sideband, intermediate
and semi-classical regime.

3. The ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ for fast simulation of cooling dynamics

The exponential interpolation in equation (9) requires to numerically solve the dynamic equation (A.1),
which, taking into account a large number n of Fock states, requires significant computational resources to
solve for a 2n× 2n density matrix for a two-level atom. An alternative approach to derive the cooling time is
given by the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’, which was previously introduced in [44, 45] for cooling of neutral atoms.
The τ̂ -matrix is given by the time integral of the difference of the atomic density matrix ρ̂(t) and its steady
state solution ρ̂st = ρ̂(t)|t=∞

τ̂ =

ˆ ∞

0
(ρ̂(t)− ρ̂st) dt . (10)

The basic equation for the τ̂ -matrix is given by

− i

ℏ
[
Ĥ, τ̂

]
+ Γ̂{τ̂}= ρ̂st − ρ̂ini, (11)

where ρ̂ini = ρ̂(t)|t=0 is the density matrix at initial time. As the density matrix ρ̂ contains all information on
external and internal states of the quantum system, the τ̂ -matrix contains all information on temporal
characteristics of the system. As an example for an observable A characterized by the quantum operator Â,
the characteristic evolution time can be extracted from the τ̂ -matrix by the following expression [45]:

τA =
Tr
{
Â τ̂

}
(
Tr
{
Â ρ̂ini

}
−Tr

{
Â ρ̂st

}) . (12)

The cooling time is determined by the evolution rate of the external degrees of freedom determined by
operator Ĥext in equation (2), and thus can be defined as

τeff =
Tr
{
Ĥext τ̂

}(
Tr
{
Ĥext ρ̂ini

}
−Tr

{
Ĥext ρ̂st

}) . (13)

In the case of a trapped ion this expression can be reduced to

τeff =
1

(nini − n∞)

ˆ ∞

0
(n(t)− n∞) dt (14)

which exactly corresponds to the 1/e value of an exponential decay of n̄(t), as given in equation (9) with
characteristic time τ = 1/a. As an example, for the results depicted in figure 1(b) the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’
gives the following values τeff ≃ (115, 31, 55)γ−1

eff , with Rabi frequencies Ω/2π = (50,200,500)kHz, that are
in good agreement with the results obtained through a fit of the direct numerical solution n̄(t) by the
exponential function (9), τ ≃ (115, 29, 50)γ−1

eff for corresponding Rabi frequencies. Differences between τ
and τeff should become noticeable if the evolution of n̄(t) is not governed by an exponential decay. For
further information, see also figure C1 in the appendix.

The ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ allows to reduce the analysis based on solving the dynamical equations for the
density matrix to a more simple task, i.e. the solution of the linear equation (11). As an example, taking into

4
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account n= 30 Fock states, computation of the effective cooling time with the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ takes
approx. 45 s in our case, while the direct solution of equation (1) takes 430 s. This allows us to perform a
detailed analysis of the characteristic cooling time of a trapped ion with taking a sufficiently large number of
vibrational states (nmax ≃ 120) into account.

4. Dynamics of a trapped ion in the sideband cooling regime

We now use the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ for a general study of the cooling dynamics in the resolved sideband
cooling regime (where γeff ≪ ωosc) which, in principle, can be applied to any atomic species featuring a level
structure as shown in figure 1(a).

In figures 2(a) and (b) we plot the mean occupation number n̄∞ and the cooling time τeff, respectively, as
a function of Rabi frequency Ω of the cooling light. We compare our results to calculations derived from
simplified balance-rate equations in the low-intensity S1 ≪ 1 (S1 is the saturation parameter of the cooling
transition) and strong Lamb–Dicke limit η ≪ 1 (dashed lines), without taking into account the coherence of
the Fock states [37, 38]. Obtaining similar results for the low-intensity limit, our calculations indicate a
global minimum in cooling time, τmin, at Rabi frequencies between Ωτ = 0.3ωosc and Ωτ = 0.4ωosc. This
point defines the optimal parameters for both fast and simultaneously deep laser cooling, as the mean
occupation number has not significantly changed from its minimum value in the low-intensity limit.
Furthermore, we observe a linear dependence of cooling time τeff on the initial mean occupation number
n̄ini, as shown in figure 2(c). As a next step, we study the dependence of the optimal parameters on the
effective quench rate γeff. As shown in figure 3(a), we observe that Ωτ strongly depends on γeff in the
sideband cooling regime, but does not much depend on the Lamb–Dicke parameter η. The available amount
of simulation data for cooling in the sideband regime with parameters γeff/ωosc < 0.5, η < 0.3 and n̄ini < 20
allows us to deduce analytical expressions from fit results for the optimal Rabi frequency Ωτ

Ωτ ≃
√
1.24 · γeff ·ωosc (15)

and the minimum cooling time τmin at Ωτ and detuning δ =−ωosc:

τmin ≃
1.2+ 2 n̄ini

γeff
+

1.9

η2ωosc
. (16)

Note that these are general expressions valid for any two-level ion confined in a harmonic trap with a
decay rate γeff and Lamb–Dicke parameter η. We use equations (15) and (16) to plot the dashed black lines in
figure 3 and observe good agreement with the results for Ωτ and τmin obtained with our direct simulation. In
particular, according to equation (15), the optimal Rabi frequency providing fast cooling for parameters used
in figure 1(b) results to Ωτ/2π ≃ 193 kHz, which is in excellent agreement with the result of the direct
simulation of cooling dynamics shown there.

Finally, we would like to point to a very recent work [46], studying the cooling of a trapped ion in the
large intensity limit. The cooling rate there was analysed by fitting the temporal dynamics of n̄(t) by an
exponential decay. In our study, we abandoned such approach, as the cooling dynamics may essentially differ
from an exponential decay, especially for cooling laser Rabi frequencies close to the optimal values Ωτ , as
given in (15). In this case the cooling rate fit value may vary depending on the selected fit time interval. Here,
our tau matrix has a unique definition that excludes such numerical uncertainties. Nevertheless, the
numerical results for the cooling rate presented in [46] for a certain set of values of η, γeff, ωosc are in good
qualitative agreement with our general expressions (15) and (16).

5. Analysis of various quench cooling regimes in 172Yb+

Turning from a general treatment to a specific case, we now apply our ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ to a 172Yb+ ion
confined in a rf Paul trap. Figure 4 shows the relevant atomic states involved in the quench cooling process.
The |0⟩ → |1⟩ cooling transition is given by the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 quadrupole transition near 411 nm, where the
2D5/2 → 2P3/2 dipole transition near 1650 nm is used as |1⟩ → |2⟩ quenching transition. In the following, we
compare the rates and limits of quench cooling in the resolved sideband regime γeff ≪ ωosc, the semi-classical
regime γeff > ωosc and in the intermediate cooling regime γeff ≃ ωosc.

For each of these regimes, figure 5 shows the results for the mean occupation number n̄∞ and the cooling
time for different Rabi frequencies induced by the cooling field E1. In the resolved sideband regime, we
observe a minimum of n̄≃ 0.0012 for a detuning δ =−ωosc at low intensities (Ω= 1/12ωosc), which is close
to the limit n̄min ≃ 7/48(γeff/ωosc)

2 ≃ 0.001 at low intensity as was obtained similarly to [37, 38], or
n̄min ≃ 5/16(γeff/ωosc)

2 ≃ 0.002 in [21]. Only the linear dependence on light field intensity was taken into

5
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Figure 2. (a) Steady-state mean occupation number and (b) cooling time τeff as function of cooling laser Rabi frequency
Ω. A minimum cooling time τmin is observed at optimal Rabi frequencyΩτ . The dashed lines in (a) and (b) are derived from
simplified balance-rate equations given in [37, 38]. (c) Cooling time τeff as function of initial n̄ini for various Rabi frequencies.
Quench cooling parameters in (a)–(c) are γeff/ωosc = 0.1, η= 0.1 and detuning δ =−ωosc.

Figure 3. (a) Optimal Rabi frequencyΩτ for reaching τmin as function of γeff for various Lamb–Dicke parameters η. The black
dashed line has been calculated with the analytical expression given by equation (15). (b) Minimum cooling time at optimal Rabi
frequencyΩτ as function of effective decay rate for various n̄ini (indicated by different symbols) and Lamb–Dicke parameters η
(indicated by different colours). The detuning of the cooling laser corresponds to the first red sideband resonance δ =−ωosc. The
black dashed lines have been calculated with the expression for τmin given in equation (16) and plotted in units of γ−1

eff .

account for n̄ in the simplified balance-rate equations [37, 38], which gives slightly underestimated results
for the mean occupation number compared to our direct simulation obtained by the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’. For
visibility, we used a logarithmic scale in figure 5(a) to pronounce the differences at low intensities (black
dashed and solid curves). The results for the cooling time coincide with [37, 38] in the vicinity of δ =−ωosc

at low laser intensity. However, with increasing intensity the difference between the simple model and our
direct simulation becomes more pronounced (green dashed and solid lines for Ω= 1/3ωosc). We also
observe that the optimal detuning for minimum n̄∞ and cooling time shifts to smaller absolute values.
Additionally, at low intensity, local minima are also visible near δ/ωosc =−2,−3, . . .. These effects are not
predicted by the simplified model [37, 38].

Note the different dependencies of temperature and cooling time on cooling laser intensity: in the
weak-field limit, the ion temperature (or the mean occupation number n̄) does not significantly depend on
intensity, but cooling time decreases proportional to it. For high-intensity laser fields the temperature
significantly grows, but does not result in essential further decreasing of cooling time. Such a dependence of
cooling time and temperature on field intensity allows to define an optimal cooling light intensity for
effective, i.e. fast and simultaneously deep quench cooling. A similar behaviour can be observed in the
intermediate (figure 5(b)) and semi-classical cooling regime (figure 5(c)).

To select the optimal cooling parameters we use the following algorithm: for various intensities of the
cooling light field, we determine the optimal detuning δ∗ providing the maximum cooling rate. At these
values of δ∗, we then analyse the steady-state temperature. The results are shown in figure 6. The optimal
detuning δ∗ shifts away from the sideband resonance δ =−ωosc with growing intensity (figures 6(a), (d) and
(g)). In each of the studied cooling regimes, a minimum for the cooling time can be observed in a certain

6
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Figure 4. Relevant atomic levels for quench cooling in 172Yb+ including their decay rates. Sideband cooling is carried out on the
electronic 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 quadrupole transition near 411 nm. The 2D5/2 state is coupled to the short-lived

2P3/2 state by means
of laser light near 1650 nm.

Figure 5. Comparison of quench cooling in (a) the sideband cooling regime with γeff/2π = 50kHz, (b) intermediate cooling
regime with γeff/2π = 600kHz and (c) semi-classical cooling regime with γeff/2π = 2000kHz. For each of the regimes, both n̄∞
and the cooling time τeff (in units of the decay rate γ−1

1 of the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 transition) are plotted for various Rabi frequencies
of the cooling light field E1. All cooling laser parameters (Ω and δ) are given in units of ion secular frequency
ωosc = 2π× 600kHz. Each cooling simulation started with an initial Boltzmann distribution with n̄ini = 20. The dashed black
and green curves in (a) correspond to n̄∞ and cooling time atΩ/ωosc = 1/12 and 1/3 obtained from analytical expressions given
in [37].

range of cooling light intensity (figures 6(b), (e) and (h)), which allows to select the optimal intensity for fast
cooling. In figures 6(c), (f) and (i) we plot the steady-state temperature T and average vibration energy Eav as
a result from cooling at optimal detuning δ∗. The steady-state temperature, which we plot in units of
ℏωosc/kB, is determined by fitting an exponential distribution to the steady-state populations governed by
ρ̂st. The average vibration energy results as the mean value Eav = (

∑
n nPn + 0.5) · ℏωosc, where Pn is a

Boltzmann distribution with steady-state temperature T over the atomic states with secular frequency
ωosc/2π = 600kHz.

The absolute minimum cooling temperature is reached in the resolved sideband cooling regime
γeff ≪ ωosc. The corresponding minimum cooling time τ∗ ≃ 2.4× 10−3 γ−1

1 ≃ 100µs at optimal detuning
δ∗ ≃−0.89ωosc is reached for a Rabi frequency Ω∗ ≃ ωosc/2 of the cooling light. Here, the steady-state
temperature is only slightly larger than the minimum value obtained in the low-intensity limit. Both in the

7
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Figure 6. Optimal parameters for fastest quench cooling in various regimes: resolved sideband regime (a)–(c), intermediate
regime (d)–(f), and semi-classical cooling regime (g)–(i). In each of the cases, the optimal detuning δ∗ will lead to an optimal
cooling time τ∗ (in units of the decay rate γ−1

1 of the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 transition). The ion temperature T is obtained by fitting the
steady-state population governed by ρ̂st with an exponential distribution. Using this T in a Boltzmann distribution results to the
average vibration energy Eav. In each of the cooling regimes shown here, the ion secular frequency was ωosc/2π = 600kHz and
the simulations started with an initial thermal distribution with n̄ini = 20.

intermediate and semi-classical cooling regime, the minimum cooling time is found for a Rabi frequency of
the cooling light

Ω∗ ≃
√
γ2eff/2+ 2ω2

osc , (17)

where the ion temperature increases proportionally with increasing Rabi frequency Ω∗. Note that the
analytical approximations for the optimum Rabi frequency are again very general and can be applied to
quench cooling in atomic species with similar level schemes.

To draw a first conclusion on our findings, the intermediate regime is very promising for fast laser
cooling to n̄< 1, as the observed minimum cooling time τ∗ ≃ 1.2× 10−3 γ−1

1 ≃ 50µs is very similar to the
semi-classical cooling regime, but at the expense of slightly increased temperature.

We benchmark our simulation with the ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ against data acquired with a single 172Yb+ ion
confined in a high-precision rf Paul trap [42]. The rf drive frequency is Ωrf = 2π× 24.4MHz leading to a
typical secular frequency of the strong radial mode of ωx = 2π× 565(5)kHz. The cooling laser near 411 nm
is irradiated opposite to the direction of gravity, while the quenching laser near 1650 nm propagates along
the trap axis in the horizontal plane. Using the DC voltages applied to our ion trap, we rotate the trap axes
such that the cooling laser has full projection onto the strong radial mode. In this way, excitation of the weak
radial and axial modes becomes negligible. In a first stage, the ion is Doppler-cooled to TD ∼ 0.5 mK on the
2S1/2 → 2P1/2 transition near 370 nm. The resulting thermal distribution of Fock states features a mean
occupation number n̄= 18(1), measured with Rabi flops recorded on the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 transition near
411 nm.

Following the Doppler cooling stage, the ion is initialized in themJ =−1/2 ground state. The cooling
laser near 411 nm is set to a Rabi frequency Ω/2π = 50(2)kHz and detuning δ where we derive the ion
temperature as a function of quench cooling time tcool via the amplitude ratio R= IBSB/IRSB of blue and red
sidebands [22]. The mean occupation number is then given by

n̄SB =
1

R− 1
. (18)
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Figure 7. Effective cooling time τeff for quench cooling in the resolved sideband regime with γeff/2π = 48(2)kHz (black) and
close to the intermediate regime with γeff/2π = 404(21)kHz (blue) as a function of cooling laser detuning in units of ion secular
frequency ωosc = 2π× 565(5)kHz. The dashed line is derived from analytical expressions in [37] and the solid curves correspond
to our direct simulation withΩ= 2π× 50kHz. The filled squares and circles are experimental data. Each experiment was carried
out with a laser intensity corresponding toΩ= 2π× 50(2)kHz and an initial thermal distribution with n̄≃ 18(1). The inset
exemplarily shows how the effective cooling time for γeff/2π = 404(21)kHz and δ =−ωosc was determined.

Each individual data point of the sideband scans is repeated 200 times for significant statistics. The
effective cooling time τeff is derived as a decay parameter from an exponential fit, as shown in the inset of
figure 7. We characterized the cooling rate in a frequency interval ranging from−0.75 to−2.25ωosc spanning
at least the first two red secular sidebands, i.e. δ =−ωosc and δ =−2ωosc, respectively. The impact of
sideband cooling is well pronounced for a moderate quench with γeff/2π = 50(2)kHz (black curve) and our
measurement is in excellent agreement with the direct simulation in close vicinity of−ωosc and−2ωosc.
However, we observe a faster cooling in the region between the first and second red sideband, which we
attribute to off-resonant excitation of the sidebands due to laser noise at 350 kHz (with a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of approx. 170 kHz, see also figure B1 in appendix B), leading to additional cooling. As
expected, the sideband signature vanishes for cooling close to the intermediate regime with
γeff/2π = 404(21)kHz (blue curve). As the cooling laser Rabi frequency is limited by available laser power,
we are not able to resolve an even faster cooling rate in this regime, as predicted in figure 6(e).

6. Fock state distribution during quenched sideband cooling

A distribution of Fock states being highly non-thermal after cooling is known to cause a significant
underestimate of temperature [47–49]. Here, we simulate the distribution of the ion Fock states for various
cooling times in our trap using a Monte-Carlo simulation, similar to [50], as our previously introduced
‘τ̂ -matrix method’ only provides the population distribution in steady-state. As we experimentally deduce
the ion temperature from the sideband amplitude ratio R, we model the red and blue sideband strengths
based on the simulated Fock state distribution and derive a corresponding theory value for the temperature
according to equation (18). For an arbitrary Fock state distribution Pn the sideband amplitude ratio R can be
expressed as follows:

R(t) =
1−

∑
nPn cos(Cn+1,n(η)Ω0t)

1−
∑

nPn cos(Cn−1,n(η)Ω0t)
, (19)

where Cn+1,n(η) and Cn−1,n(η) are the sideband strength coefficients of the blue and red sideband,
respectively, as given in equation (7). Note that in general the ratio R is a function of excitation pulse time
which is not the case for Pn corresponding to the thermal distribution. For the thermal distribution, the
equation (19) directly implies the well known relation for n̄ shown in expression (18).

Figures 8(a)–(c) show the theoretically obtained n̄SB (black curves) and the mean value of the
distribution

∑
n nPn (red curves) as a function of cooling time for various effective linewidths γeff/2π. As

9
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Figure 8. Impact of a non-thermal distribution of atomic Fock states on temperature evaluation. A Monte-Carlo simulation was
used to calculate the population distribution for various cooling times, if quench cooling is carried out with
γeff/2π = 8,16,64kHz. For each value of tcool this Fock state distribution is used to calculate the strengths of red and blue
sidebands, if driven with a Rabi frequency ofΩ411 = 2π× 40kHz. In (a)–(c) the calculated sideband ratio (black curves) and the
mean value of the distribution (red curves) are plotted as a function of cooling time tcool. The blue squares correspond to
experimentally deduced sideband ratios acquired with (a) γeff/2π = 8.2(2)kHz, (b) γeff/2π = 16.4(7)kHz and (c)
γeff/2π = 62(4)kHz. The shaded region with the black curves account for the uncertainty in our experimental Rabi frequency
Ω411 = 2π× 40(2)kHz. An exponential decay was fitted to each theory curve and experimental data to determine the
characteristic cooling time with initial mean occupation number n̄ini = 18. The fit results are given in (a)–(c). (d)–(f) show,
exemplarily at tcool = 1ms, the corresponding simulated Fock state distribution (blue) and thermal distributions with
n̄= 1/(R− 1) (orange) and n̄=

∑
n nPn (beige).

soon as sideband cooling is initiated, the data obtained from the measurements (blue squares) indeed reveal
a non-thermal distribution of Fock states for small effective linewidths (figures 8(a) and (b)), in good
agreement with the calculated temperature n̄SB. Note that the 1/e cooling times of τratio = 0.125(2)ms and
τmean = 0.714(9)ms derived for n̄SB and the mean value of the distribution, respectively, significantly differ
from each other. In the limit of large cooling times, both curves arrive at the same steady-state value of the
thermal equilibrium. In order to pronounce the underestimation of atomic temperature and cooling times,
we plot the thermal distributions for n̄= n̄SB (orange) and n̄=

∑
n n · Pn (beige) in figures 8(d)–(f) together

with the previously simulated Fock state distribution (blue). For larger effective linewidths, i.e.
γeff/2π = 64kHz, the distribution of Fock states slowly resembles a thermal distribution, as can be seen in
figures 8(c) and (f). However, we still observe a slightly stronger non-thermal distribution in the experiment.
In any case, thermal equilibrium of n̄≃ 0.06(2) is always reached for sufficiently long cooling times. Our
findings suggest that the intermediate regime, where γeff ≃ ωosc, is not only well suited for fast and deep
quench cooling to n̄< 1, moreover it is expected to be rather immune to non-thermal distributions of Fock
states during cooling.

Being of high importance for optical clocks with trapped ions, we calculate the temporal evolution of
thermal time dilation as experienced by a 172Yb+ ion confined in a linear Paul trap. As a basis for kinetic
energy we use the mean

∑
n nPn of the simulated distribution of Fock states. Figure 9(a) shows the 3D

relative time dilation shift∆f/f0 =−5/2Ekin/mc2 [51], as a function of cooling time per motional mode
with ωosc = 2π× 600kHz for various effective quench rates. In each case, the initial time dilation shift
corresponds to the temperature after Doppler cooling. Unless cooling is carried out to thermal equilibrium,
we observe a significant dependence of the time dilation shift on the effective quench rate. If cooling was
stopped before a thermal equilibrium is reached, as depicted in figures 8(d)–(f), temperature would be
falsely determined with the sideband ratio and accordingly lead to a wrong estimation of the time dilation
shift. For example, if cooling is carried out for 1ms in the sideband regime with γeff = 8kHz (figure 8(d)),
the sideband ratio would suggest a time dilation shift of−2.3× 10−20 (according to n̄= 0.29), while the real
distribution of Fock states reveals a shift of−2.2× 10−19 (according to n̄= 5.23). In this regime, the error
budget of an atomic clock would be underestimated by one order of magnitude. For reduced discrepancies, it
is advised to cool in a regime where γeff/ωosc > 0.1, as indicated in figure 8(f). Finally, we would like to point
out that the time dilation shift seen by the ion is highly dependent on the cooling laser intensity. In
figure 9(b) we fixed the effective quench rate to γeff = 64kHz and studied the impact of various cooling laser
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Figure 9. 3D relative time dilation shift experienced by a 172Yb+ ion confined in a linear Paul trap. Here we assume a secular
frequency of ωosc = 2π× 600kHz for each motional mode and plot the time dilation as a function of quench cooling time per
dimension. The simulated mean value of the distribution

∑
n nPn amongst the Fock states, as shown in blue in figure 8, was used

as a basis for the shift calculation. (a) The Rabi frequency was set toΩ/2π = 40kHz whilst the effective quench rate was varied.
(b) For an effective quench rate γeff = 64kHz we observe an optimal Rabi frequency ofΩ/2π = 200kHz allowing for fast quench
cooling to the point of thermal equilibrium.

intensities. In accordance with our observation of an optimal Rabi frequency for fastest cooling, as shown in
figures 1(b) and 6(b) , this value also allows to reach the point of thermal equilibrium as fast as possible.

7. Summary

To conclude, we studied the mechanism of quenched sideband cooling and presented a versatile method for
fast calculation of the characteristic cooling time which does not require to consider the dynamical evolution
of the system’s density matrix elements. Our ‘τ̂ -matrix method’ significantly reduces computational efforts
and agrees within 90%−100% with the full quantum model.

Based on our powerful simulation tool, we derived universal analytical expressions for the optimum Rabi
frequency Ωτ and the resulting minimum cooling time τmin for cooling in the resolved sideband regime,
which can be applied to any atomic species with decay rate γeff confined in a rf Paul trap. Applying the
simulation to a specific case, we investigated quench cooling in a 172Yb+ ion, thereby focussing on three
different regimes: (I) resolved sideband cooling with γeff/2π = 50kHz, (II) intermediate cooling with
γeff/2π = 600kHz and (III) semi-classical cooling with γeff/2π = 2000kHz. For each of these regimes we
derived the steady-state temperature and the effective cooling time for various cooling laser parameters, such
as Rabi frequency and detuning. From this extensive analysis we extracted the optimal parameters to be
applied for fast cooling into the motional ground state in each of the aforementioned regimes. We
benchmarked our simulation code against data taken with a single 172Yb+ ion confined with a secular
frequency ωosc = 2π× 565(5)kHz and observed an agreement between experiment and theory.

We presented a detailed analysis of Fock state population distributions during the cooling process. In
particular, we compared the time behaviour of temperature derived with the sideband ratio method to the
actual mean occupation of Fock states and revealed discrepancies of more than one order of magnitude, if
cooling is not carried out to thermal equilibrium. In addition, we investigated the temporal evolution of
thermal time dilation in an optical clock with 172Yb+ during the process of quench cooling. We conclude that
quenching in a regime with γeff/ωosc > 0.1 is necessary to stay close to a thermal distribution of Fock states.

The results presented in this work pave the way to flexible quench cooling of ion Coulomb crystals with
respect to fast laser cooling into the ion’s motional ground state. A crystal consisting of N ions requires 3N
motional modes to be cooled, thus a clever combination of confinement parameters and quench rate is
expected to reduce the cooling time compared to cooling of each mode individually. In the resolved sideband
regime cooling rates are limited by the narrow effective linewidth when cooling in series. Unless an
optimized individual ion engineered addressing is applied to optimally use the mode vectors of individual
ions (see [52]), our parallel approach tends to be faster since in continuous-wave cooling the ion system can
optimize itself.
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Appendix A. Dynamical evolution of density matrix elements

The equation for the evolution of the components of the density matrix of vibrational states n,m (see
figure 1(a)) takes the following form:

∂ρ22nm
∂t

=−(γ3 + γ2)ρ
22
nm − iωosc(n−m)ρ22nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω(2)

nµ ρ
12
µm − ρ21nµΩ

∗(2)
µm

]
∂ρ11nm
∂t

=−γ1ρ
11
nm + γ̂2{ρ22}nm − iωosc(n−m)ρ11nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω∗(2)

nµ ρ21µm +Ω(1)
nµ ρ

01
µm − ρ12nµΩ

(2)
µm − ρ10nµΩ

∗(1)
µm

]
∂ρ00nm
∂t

= γ̂3{ρ22}nm + γ̂1{ρ11}nm − iωosc(n−m)ρ00nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω∗(1)

nµ ρ10µm − ρ01nµΩ
(1)
µm

]
∂ρ01nm
∂t

=−(γ1/2+ iδ1)ρ
01
nm − iωosc(n−m)ρ01nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω∗(1)

nµ ρ11µm − ρ00nµΩ
∗(1)
µm − ρ02nµΩ

(2)
µm

]
∂ρ10nm
∂t

=−(γ1/2− iδ1)ρ
10
nm − iωosc(n−m)ρ10nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω(1)

nµ ρ
00
µm +Ω∗(2)

nµ ρ20µm − ρ11nµΩ
(1)
µm

]
∂ρ12nm
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=−(γ1/2+ γ2/2+ γ3/2+ iδ2)ρ
12
nm

− iωosc(n−m)ρ12nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω(1)

nµ ρ
02
µm +Ω∗(2)

nµ ρ22µm − ρ11nµΩ
∗(2)
µm

]
∂ρ21nm
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=−(γ1/2+ γ2/2+ γ3/2− iδ2)ρ
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]
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∂ρ02nm
∂t

=−(γ2/2+ γ3/2+ γ+ iδ1 + iδ2)ρ
02
nm

− iωosc(n−m)ρ02nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω∗(1)

nµ ρ12µm − ρ01nµΩ
∗(2)
µm

]
∂ρ20nm
∂t

=−(γ2/2+ γ3/2+Γ− iδ1 − iδ2)ρ
20
nm

− iωosc(n−m)ρ20nm

− i

2

∑
µ

[
Ω(2)

nµ ρ
10
µm − ρ21nµΩ

(1)
µm

]
(A.1)

where the superscripted indices 0,1,2 of the density matrix elements denote the states |0⟩, |1⟩ and |2⟩,
respectively and the subscripted indices n,m and µ are related to vibrational states. Γ determines the decay of
the coherence between the |2⟩ and |0⟩ states as a result of an uncorrelated phase of the laser fields E1 and E2.

The spontaneous relaxation operator γ̂{ρ}nm determines the spontaneous decay rate γ1, γ2, and γ3 (see
figure 1(a)), the decay of non-diagonal elements of the density matrix, as well as contributions from excited
states to the ground state. These terms in (A.1) have the form

γ̂i{ρ jj}nm =
∑
νµ

Γ(i)νµ
nm ρ jj

νµ. (A.2)

The decay rates Γ(i)νµ
nm for the dipole transitions |2⟩ → |1⟩ and |2⟩ → |0⟩ can be obtained from the general

expression for the spontaneous relaxation operator taking into account recoil effects (see for example [53])

Γ(i)νµ
nm = γi

ˆ +1

−1
K(d)(h)(Cνn(ηi h))

+Cµm(ηi h)dh, (A.3)

with K(d)(h) being the dipole pattern for the decay and ηi are the Lamb–Dicke parameters for the
corresponding dipole transitions (i = 2,3 in figure 1(a)). For the quadrupole transition the relaxation
operator has a similar form to (A.3) with replacement of the dipole with the quadrupole pattern for the
decay K(q)(h) and corresponding Lamb–Dicke parameter η1 [54].

Appendix B. Off-resonant excitation via laser noise

We attribute the faster cooling rate observed in our experiment at cooling laser detunings around−1.5ωosc

(see figure 7) to off-resonant excitation induced by laser noise. For verification, we studied the frequency
spectrum of the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 transition near 411 nm ranging from the first-order red sideband to the
first-order blue sideband. Figure B1 shows such a frequency spectrum, recorded overdriven with
interrogation time t≃ 7 · τπ . The spectral features at±350kHz correspond to noise modulation of the laser
light, most probably caused by the bandwidth of the locking electronics of the second harmonic generation
cavity for 411 nm. While the frequency detuning of the 411 nm cooling laser was set to−1.5ωosc, with
ωosc = 2π× 565(5)kHz, both the first and second-order red sidebands were separated by 283(5) kHz. With a
FWHM of approx. 310 kHz of the noise spectral feature, a significant overlap to both red sidebands is given
and most likely the reason for faster cooling observed in the experiment in this frequency range.
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Figure B1. Frequency spectrum of the 2S1/2 → 2D5/2 transition near 411 nm, relative to the carrier transition. For this

measurement, the 172Yb+ ion was confined with secular frequency ωosc = 2π× 654(6)kHz and interrogated with a pulse time of
t≃ 7 · τπ to enhance the signature of laser noise between the sideband resonances. We fit Lorentzian functions to the carrier and
the sidebands as a guide to the eye.

Figure C1. Temporal evolution of the mean occupation number during quench cooling with γeff/2π = 64kHz and n̄ini = 18. The
solid black curve has been derived with the dynamic equation (A.1), while the dashed lines were obtained through fitting the
exponential function (9). The time interval chosen for fitting the green dashed line was t= 0–1.5ms, while the blue dashed line
was obtained through fitting over the entire time interval of the simulation.

Appendix C. Time evolution of the cooling dynamics

As mentioned in section 4, using the exponential function (9) for fitting the cooling dynamics may result in
different values of the cooling rate depending on the chosen fit time interval. In figure C1 we exemplarily
show the simulated temporal evolution of the mean occupation number, when quench cooling is carried out
with γeff/2π = 64kHz (solid black curve). The logarithmic scale of the graph was chosen to visualize the
non-exponential behaviour of the cooling process. The green dashed line was obtained when fitting the
exponential decay (9) with a fit time interval of t= 0–1.5ms to the simulation results. This fit is dominated
by the slope of the solid black curve at t= 0 and results in a slower cooling rate compared to an exponential
fit applied to the entire time interval of the simulation (blue dashed curve).
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